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Lifting the Veil on Campus Sexual Assault: 
 Racializing Rape Culture through the Du Boisian Lens  
 
As national rates of sexual assault continue to fall, sexual assault rates for colleges and 
universities have remained stagnate. Subsequent focusses on campus sexual assault have 
continued to press a simple question: what about sexual assault on college campuses is so 
different that rates are not declining with the nation? A longstanding approach in the literature 
has turned to the contexts in which college men “do” rape culture. How men are racialized is a 
critically missing context in our understandings of campus gender violence. Race is one of the 
most pronounced ways that college men see themselves and their interactions, and yet it is 
grossly overlooked in extant literature. Researchers have missed an opportunity to apply race 
theories to college men, and thus unveil how college men’s  rape cultures operate as racialized 
rape cultures. By interviewing 32 graduates of Morehouse College, the nation’s only historically 
Black college for men and a campus rife with high-profile sexual misconduct, this study finds 
that race is a modality through which men make meanings of masculinity, sex, women 
competition, and the repercussions of sexual assault in ways that perpetuate assaults on their 
campus. Through a Du Boisian lens of double consciousness, (in which racialized men think 
about themselves through the lens of the White gaze) this paper finds that rape culture is not only 
how these men do gender, but it is a formative means by which they do race and are racialized 
throughout their college experience. 
  
 






In November 2015, Vice President Joseph Biden faced a crowded gymnasium on the campus of 
Morehouse College, the nation’s only historically Black college for men. Biden was promoting 
his “It’s On Us” White House initiative for campus sexual assault prevention and called for 
stricter federal regulations and increased campus awareness. “We have a cultural problem,” he 
told the crowd. “We have to change the standard of decency by which we measure ourselves.” 
Attention to the issue is well warranted. While national sexual assault rates have fallen,1 campus 
sexual assault rates have not declined in fifty years (Adams-Curtis and Forbes 2004:95; Bachar 
and Koss 2001). The most accurate and recent studies estimate that between 5% and 25% of 
women experience some form of sexual violence while in college (Cantor et al. 2015; Fisher 
2000; Warner and Perkins 2017; compare with Koss, Gidycz, and Wisniewski 1987). An 
estimated 10.8% of college men have committed at least one rape by the end of college 
(Swartout et al. 2015), and men commit 99% of campus sexual assaults, including those against 
other males (Rennison 2002). Sexual assault remains more prevalent in college than other 
crimes.2 Thus, researchers and policies makers alike continue to ask: what is so different about 
college and universities when it comes to sexual assault? 
 In answering this question, many researchers have looked to the ways that campus sexual 
assault is sustained by rape cultures (Brownmiller 1975; Buchwald, Fletcher, and Roth 2005; 
 
1 Department of Justice, Office of Justice Programs, Bureau of Justice Statistics, National Crime Victimization 
Survey, 2018 (2019)  
2 Department of Justice, Office of Justice Programs, Bureau of Justice Statistics, Rape and Sexual Victimization 
Among College-Aged Females, 1995–2013 (2014). 
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Russell 1975; Schwartz and DeKeseredy 1997), i.e. societies or environments where rape is more 
likely to occur, where rape is more likely to be normalized or trivialized, or where perpetrators 
are less likely to be held responsible (Armstrong, Hamilton, and Sweeney 2006; Herman 1989; 
O’Sullivan 1993). Men (and other genders) can take part in rape culture to varying extents 
without ever having perpetrated assault. Rape cultures extend the benefits of masculine 
dominance to men who themselves may not ever commit sexual assault.3 They are not defined 
merely by the presence of rapists but are masculine cultures (backed by institutional policies and 
practices) that are underpinned by the particular contexts, spaces, and behavioral settings in 
which men are more likely to victimize others. Boswell and Spade (1996) argue that rape has a 
social basis in the creation of masculine and feminine gender identities. In this view, rape plays a 
prominent role in the social construction of gender on campuses because rape is, in part, how 
men do gender (West & Zimmerman 1987), and how women and other victims are gendered in 
relationship to men.  
Race is one such critical context that has been grossly overlooked. I argue that our 
knowledge of rape culture on college campuses (and, thus, how to address it) is lacking, in part 
because the literature has studied men and their conceptualizations of gender homogeneously. 
Extant studies have missed how rape culture is done differently across different groups of men. 
Using 64 interviews with 32 Morehouse graduates, this paper expands upon the tradition of 
examining the contexts that reinforce rape cultures on campus. Quite simply, I am asserting that 
men not only “do” gender through rape culture but also race, and that campus rape cultures are 
 
3 In this way, what rape culture does for men is analogous to what white supremacy does for whites, in 
that it universally benefits a dominant group regardless of individualized intention or participation in 
violence. 
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racialized rape cultures. For Morehouse men, their understandings of rape, sex, and women are 
primarily oriented to how the racial implications of these issues position their race-gender 
subjectivity. They understand themselves as constantly vulnerable to images of Black male 
criminality, sexual impropriety, and misconduct that they cannot control in the eyes of a white 
world beyond the racial “veil.” Morehouse is a particularly amplified site of rape culture that is 
predominated by Black male collegians. Thus, an inquiry into these men draws the Du Boisian 
lens around a particular culture of campus masculinity that unveils how rape culture is racialized.  
Boswell and Spade’s simple truth about how rape culture is determined by context has 
been underutilized in a field that should have applied that approach to race. Race is one of the 
most pervasive ways that college students organize their social lives and navigate institutional 
structures. In extant ethnographic approaches to studying campus sexual assault in bars and 
hangouts (Kimmel 2008), fraternities (Boswell & Spade 1996; Martin and Hummer 1989) and 
campus party scenes (Armstrong, Hamilton and Sweeney 2006) race largely goes unspoken, and 
these studies’ analyses barely (if at all) acknowledge how Whiteness stipulates students’ 
gendered interactions and expectations. The four studies to date that consider race in campus 
sexual assault have focused mostly on female victims at historically Black colleges (Krebs et al 
2011a; Krebs et al 2011b). Even in the absence of central racial analyses in the available 
literature, it is readily apparent that race and racism dictate rape culture by organizing the 
physical spaces men occupy on campus, deciding what they do and do not trivialize in both their 
interactions with women and response to incidents, and largely influence which perpetrators are 
held accountable and how (Halley 2015).  
 Rape culture is masculine culture, and college masculinities (i.e. the gender expressions  
that are organized by the space and contexts available to men within colleges and universities) 
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operate within the intersecting lines of race, class, sexuality and physical ability that constitute 
masculine hierarchies. The differences in status, power, and place in the pecking order that men 
ascribe to each other (either as individuals or as entire groups) is captured by what gender 
theorists call hegemonic masculinity. Hegemonic masculinity explains these hierarchical 
relationships amongst men in different settings, where race (and class, sexuality, etc.) determines 
how the same men can have power and dominance in some contexts and are rendered 
subordinate in others (Chen 1999; Connell 1987; [blind self-citation]; Kimmel 2006, 2008). By 
situating rape culture in relation to how college men do hegemonic masculinity, it can be viewed 
as a substantial part of the process in which men negotiate and re-negotiate their power in these 
different contexts. Gaining dominance over women (and other men) is a means by which men 
vie for the resources they do and do not have, or shore up a masculine pecking order, even if the 
goal is only to impress each other or conform to group expectations. As Kimmel points out 
(2008:47), “Men subscribe to [masculine] ideals not because they want to impress women, let 
alone any inner drive or desire to test themselves against some abstract standards. They do it 
because they want to be positively valued by other men.” 
But those masculine ideals are themselves racialized and require understandings of how 
college men engage masculinity differently and thus perpetuate rape culture through a lens of 
racial meanings.  Hegemonic masculinity invites us to consider race within examinations of 
college men, but it is not a sufficient theory of race or racialization unto itself. Thus, this paper 
breaks new ground in campus sexual assault studies by using Du Boisian theory to explain how 
Black men at a particular institution fraught with sexual assault perpetuate rape culture by 
deploying racialized meanings around masculinity, women, sex, and assault. I find that rape 
culture is not only a means by which men are doing gender, but that it also serves as a 
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phenomenological tool through which these men are simultaneously racializing themselves and 
the meanings they make of masculinity and gender power.  
 
An Institutional Image and a Perpetual Problem 
In addressing the crowd of students that day from both Morehouse and Spelman College4 
(the neighboring all-women’s historically Black college) the Vice President may not have known 
that his hosts had wrestled for decades with promoting their institutional image of Black male 
respectability and facing the realities of the college’s widespread rape culture. Located in 
Atlanta, Georgia, Morehouse confers more baccalaureate degrees on Black males than any other 
institution. With an enrollment of just over 2,100 students,5 the college enjoys a storied history as 
the alma mater of Martin Luther King Sr. and Jr, Spike Lee, Samuel L. Jackson, and a host of 
revered and accomplished men in business, politics, education, and other fields. The college’s 
small size belies its large cultural influence on Black male achievement and education. There are 
Black male K-12 academies modeled after Morehouse (Oeur 2017), and key administrators and 
alumni have played formative roles in shaping local and national initiatives on African American 
achievement, HBCUs, and Black male success.6 
 
4 Morehouse and Spelman have a long-shared history as unofficial brother-sister member institutions with socially 
intermingled student bodies. Morehouse is somewhat unique among all-male colleges because its students have 
daily interactions with women and frequent opportunities to commit sexual violence against female coeds.   
5 Roughly 2,100 students were enrolled for the years these respondents attended Morehouse. Enrollment has since 
increased to 2,200 as of 2019. 
6 The inaugural summit for the White House Initiative on Educational Excellence for African Americans 
(WHIEEAA) was hosted by Morehouse. After serving as Morehouse’s president, John Silvanus Wilson was 
appointed head of the White House Initiative on Historically Black Colleges and Universities and played a role in 
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This well-crafted image masks an institutional culture that is rife with more than twenty 
years of national headlines documenting sexual violence at the college. In May 1997, a cover 
story for the now-defunct Emerge Magazine detailed the gang rape of a Spelman first-year by 
four Morehouse athletes (Robinson 1997). In 2006, over 150 Spelman women marched to 
Morehouse’s gates where they held a speak-out in response to the allegations that two of their 
classmates had been assaulted.7 Four more student athletes were arrested on assault charges in 
April 2013.8 A scathing January 2016 exposé about the college’s ongoing systemic rape culture 
appeared on Buzzfeed after the repeated mishandling of several victims’ reports.9 In a feature 
story about the #MeToo movement on college campuses, The New York Times focused on 
Morehouse and Spelman as “battleground institutions” with open Title IX investigations against 
them both.10 The #WeKnowWhatYouDid and #RapedAtMorehouse hashtag movements received 
national attention after protestors strewed flyers that read “MOREHOUSE PROTECTS 
RAPISTS” alongside the names of alleged perpetrators. Anonymous activists spray-painted 
“Practice what you preach Morehouse + end rape culture” on the historic Martin Luther King Jr. 
Chapel, the college’s most photographed building.11 Outside Biden’s speech, a Morehouse 
sophomore duct taped his mouth and stood with the twin mattress upon which he was raped. A 
sign in his hands protested the silencing of Morehouse’s male assault victims. “It’s been 
 
7 http://www.thenewblackmagazine.com/view.aspx?index=661 AJC 
8 https://www.ajc.com/news/crime--law/morehouse-athletes-arrested-connection-with-sexual-
assaults/E6P8ZgrfkRaUByHEHwLRvN/ 
9 Buzzfeed issued a follow-up report in March 2016 on Morehouse’s announcement of changes in its sexual assault 
policies. The Title IX investigations concluded in 2019, and the proposed systemic changes are awaiting 
implementation 
10 https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/02/us/colleges-sexual-harassment.html 
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perpetual since I’ve been here,” Spelman professor M. Bahati Kuumba explained to reporters 
about the pervasiveness of sexual violence between the two colleges. “Every year, every 
incident, we have to revive that movement in some way.” (Bandejo Jan 21, 2016)  
 These patterns and protests drew long-overdue attention to the deeply entrenched cultural 
and structural problems that have kept Morehouse from rectifying the issue and victims from 
getting justice. A report by The Chronicle of Higher Education (2019) named a “culture of 
hypermasculinity” that enabled widespread sexual misconduct at the college.12 This 
preponderance of gender violence would be enough to qualify Morehouse men as having an 
institutionalized rape culture. But the responses to the problem by both students and 
administrators points to the racial underpinnings of how they view campus sexual assault. In 
response to news reports about the Title IX investigations13, then Morehouse president John 
Silvanus Wilson, who joined Biden on stage, publicly committed to addressing the issue but 
cautioned reporters that “It’s a tightrope, because you on the other hand don’t want [the alleged 
victims] to think, wow, all I have to do is accuse someone to get back at them.” “There’s a 
stereotype [about] black males,” he further offered, “and you can walk right into it with a story 
like this” (Badejo 2016).  
 
Double Consciousness Phenomenology and Racialized Rape Culture 
 It is undeniable that an extensive history of racist myths about Black male predation have 
been weaponized against Black communities. Ida B. Wells (1892) exposed how falsified sexual 
violence accusations against Black men were used by Whites to justify widespread terrorism 
 
12 https://www-chronicle-com.ezproxy.bu.edu/article/Morehouse-Is-Criticized-/246749 
13 Title IX investigations concluded in 2019 and proposed systemic changes that are awaiting 
implementation.  
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against Black political and economic competition. Angela Davis (1983) explained how the 
stereotype of the Black male rapists was a touchstone of White racial domination. Propagandized 
hysteria about Black male predators has been a go-to for galvanizing the policies and practices of 
anti-Black political and economic violence since Reconstruction.  
The context of these myths about Black male sexuality is never distant from the lives of 
Black male collegians. Research on Black men in college has long confirmed that they are highly 
aware of their race-gender subjectivity, are keenly attuned to the pernicious stereotypes 
associated with their group, and see problems targeting Black men writ large as shaping their 
college experiences (Brooms 2017; Pelzer 2016; Ford 2011; Harper 2004, 2015; Jackson and 
Wingfield 2013). Over a century before these works on contemporary Black college men, 
however, Du Bois theorized that education obligated African Americans to reckon with their 
“two-ness.” In Dusk of Dawn he argued that the veil sent well-educated racialized subjects on 
two distinct trajectories. The man who took the first path “avoided every appearance of 
segregation” (1940:186) by divorcing himself from Black communities and attempting to blend 
into White worlds, while the man who took the second “prides himself on living with ‘his 
people’” (187). Morehouse men, like the graduates of many HBCUs, present a conundrum in this 
veil of education, for these men pride themselves on being trained up among their people in 
preparation for presentation to a White-collar mainstream.  While the most socially marginalized 
Black men go about their lives under extreme state surveillance, it is those Black men with class 
mobility—who stand at the threshold of the veil—who are far more hyperconscious of how they 
are seen by the White gaze immediately facing them. Far from invisible men “turned loose in 
society” to “remain absolutely unnoticed” (James 1890: 293), such men embody the tension of 
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deploying gender violence to vie for patriarchal power among men while facing the racialized 
consequences of those acts from which White college men are exempt. 
Even notwithstanding their rape culture, Morehouse men are prime for studies of double 
consciousness phenomenology (i.e. the way that racial subjugation constructs our consciousness 
and meanings we make about ourselves and our relationship to our social world). Their 
racialized and gendered experience of moving through a historically Black college that grooms 
them for mainstream assimilation is almost wholly representative of Du Bois’s racialized self-
formation. His double consciousness theory describes a phenomenological process of self-
formation via racialization (Itzigsohn and Brown 2015). It is not so much a single theory as a 
suite of theories that Du Bois structured upon three interrelated sites of racial subjectivity. “The 
veil,” his most substantial claim, prevents the full recognition of humanity and structures the 
world into a one-way mirror, in which the racialized subjects who live behind it can see out, but 
the racializing (White) subjects who live outside of it cannot hear, see, or properly recognize 
those within (Du Bois 1903; Itzigsohn and Brown 2015; Lemert 1994). Second, double 
consciousness invokes “two unreconciled strivings, two warring ideals in one dark body,” in the 
racialized subject that visit an everyday lived duality upon them (Du Bois 1903:2).14 
 Rather than presenting this two-ness as a state of agony and deficiency, Du Bois poses it 
as an incubator for self-realization and development (1940:30), and in Souls of Black Folk (1903) 
claims that two-ness is a spiritual endowment of the racialized subject, which grants them the 
“gift” of second sight. This second sight advantages racialized subjects’ way of seeing the social 
world from behind the veil, in they can describe and acknowledge the social and cultural 
 
14 Du Bois saw this tension in the life of the racialized subject as particularly catalyzed by the experience of 
education, which he describes autobiographically: “I was not an American; I was not a man; I was by long education 
and continual compulsion and daily reminder, a colored man to a White world... I could not stir, I could not act, I 
could not live, without taking into careful account the reaction of my White environing world” (1940:135–136). 
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processes to which Whites remain blind or in willful denial. Du Boisian sociology goes beyond 
treating race as a discrete concept; it deploys racialization as a process of intersubjectively 
constructing meanings out of the experiences of groups or individuals (Itzigsohn and Brown 
2015:1). In this tradition, race is not simply a variable of difference to be observed but “among 
the fundamental media through which we experience human otherness” and construct cultures 
(Mitchell 2012). Understanding how gender operates requires us to recognize that racialization 
both amplifies and dictates gender power. 
 That Morehouse does have such a wide-reaching and long-
standing institutional rape culture makes Morehouse men 
particularly keen for building upon Du Boisian theory. Racialized 
rape culture shows us that double consciousness has further 
implications for the racialized and racializing men who perpetrate 
it. Racialized rape culture is not a type of rape culture because 
there are no rape cultures that are not racialized. Rather, 
examinations of racialized rape culture call for centering the ways 
that race serves as a modality through which gender violence operates. 15 Take for example that 
days after Biden’s visit a freshman circulated a handwritten “Hoe Contract”16 meant to mock 
both the support of recent assault victims and the solemn tone around consent set by Biden’s 
address. It read:  
I (hoe signature) allow Graves resident (Your name) in Room (Room #)to perform any 
and all sexual behavior on me from the time I walk in (time) til (sic) the time I leave 
and visitation is over. By signing this I (hoe signature) will not spread misleading truths 
 
15 Here I am drawing similarities to Cedric Robinson’s (1983) framing of racial capitalism  
16 https://rollingout.com/2015/11/13/morehouse-college-student-circulates-contract-sex-dorm/ 
 
Figure 1 (source Twitter 
@DanyelleRCarter 
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and/or ignominious lies. If found in violation of this consent form I (hoe signature) will 
be indicted and prosecuted accordingly as well as be exposed campus wide as a lying 
bitch. Image and integrity is highly valued at Morehouse especially Graves Hall. By 
signing this I (hoe) and I (Graves resident) are keeping both. 
 
The mocking, threatening, and discrediting of women and victims is a definitive quality of any 
rape culture. The student may have sought cheap favor among his male peers, but his emphasis on 
image denotes a Du Boisian context in how he does rape culture. He may be trivializing rape, but 
he takes protecting men’s images to the outside world quite seriously. Couple this with President 
Wilson’s aforementioned statement that, instead of acknowledging how sexual assaults harm 
Black women, emphasized the cost that reporting on such assaults held for Black men.  
 Double consciousness is a way of seeing, but the two-ness it invokes is also a way of 
organizing gender troubles (as well as class and sexuality) within the race. In essence, the veil is 
constitutive for the lives of the racialized subjects within it, as issues inside the community are 
both framed and prioritized in accordance with how those with power within the race will be 
positively or negatively viewed by those outside the race. Subsequently, the veil organizes gender, 
class and sexuality hierarchies within the race (loosely similar to how hegemonic masculinity 
organizes hierarchies between men). By unpacking racialized rape culture through this theoretical 
approach, this paper expands upon Du Boisian theory by positing that racially subjugated men may 
not control how they are seen outside the race, but they do try to manipulate what they project onto 
the veil by using rape culture to sustain gender dominance within the race.  
   
Phenomenology, Reflexivity, and Interviewing Men 
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How to talk to men about sexual violence has long been a methodological challenge for 
researchers, and the persistence of sexual assault and rape culture on college campuses has been 
accompanied by a search for new considerations of ways to talk to men about this issue. For 
example, in her seminal works on rape culture, psychologist Mary Koss (1987, see also 2005) 
innovated the use of neutral language to elicit experiences of nonconsensual sex with both men 
and women respondents. She pointed out that if individuals view nonconsensual sex as 
normative, then asking participants about their experiences with rape would not yield useful or 
accurate data about the prevalence of sexual assault. Additionally, Warner and Perkins (2017) 
call for an approach to interviewing men that is more accurately aligned with how men actually 
talk about the range of acts that constitute sexual violence. They emphasize the use of 
behaviorally oriented questions which limit men and women from using their personal 
definitions of assault, which contributes to underreporting on victimization surveys. Both studies 
emphasize that men (and women) engage a wide range of non-consensual acts that they don’t 
view as rape and call for empirical approaches to expand past narrow methods of getting 
respondents to talk about sexual violence.  
It follows that studying rape culture requires inquiries that expand men’s talk about their 
experiences beyond explicitly placing them in the mindset of describing gender violence. Bedera 
and Nordmeyer (2020) indicate that perpetrators of sexual assault consistently invoke 
expressions of masculinity, even regardless of their identity. Masculinity appears to be a key 
ingredient to sexual violence, and how it is deployed and understood by perpetrators has 
potentially more insight than studying sexual assault without an analysis of masculinity.   Given 
the claim that there is something different about how college men do rape culture (including men 
who have never participated in or witnessed sexual assault), phenomenological approaches are 
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necessary for unpacking the man ways men’s anxieties, competition, and masculine solidarities 
are negotiated and acted out in a culture of dominance over women.  
 Within the Du Boisian phenomenological approach, race is not only a way of seeing but 
also a means of talking. Qualitative explorations of rape culture are finely textured, empirically 
challenging, and more broadly constructed than getting men to discuss nonconsensual acts. 
Talking to racialized men about race, then, can be a fruitful route to getting them to open up 
about rape culture. Black college men tend to be primed to discuss how race is present in their 
nearly every social and institutional interaction. Intuitively, racialized narratives that are also 
about sex and gender surface as men make meanings of race and racism. In our empirical 
challenge to get men to talk about rape culture, race has been overlooked as dialogical tool for 
interviewing men, and the Du Boisian phenomenological approach has been overlooked as 
means of broadening the lens to how the attitudes, practices and behaviors that sustain rape 
culture occur far beyond men’s abilities to describe acts of sexual assault.  
 I reject any claims that Black men are more prone to perpetrating sexual assault or 
participating in rape culture than any other group of men on college campuses.17 To the contrary, 
I hope that centering Du Boisian theory in this study will promote inquiries into how Whiteness 
informs White masculinity in future campus sexual assault literature. The relationship between 
rape culture and hegemonic culture could be observed in other settings, such as the military, 
prisons, or boarding schools. That Morehouse is a pervasive rape culture that is ensconced within 
an institutional culture of Black masculinity, however, provides an exemplary case for unveiling 
 
17 Title IX data on race and campus sexual assault is non-existent. The anecdotal evidence that considers race in 
campus sexual suggests that Black men at PWIs are more likely to be punished for sexual assault accusations and 
Black women assault victims at HBCUs are more likely to have been assaulted before entering college (Kres et al 
2011; Barrick et al 2013).  
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how race elicits narratives that help researchers piece together the parts of men’s thinking that 
buttress rape culture.  
 The thirty-two respondents were all young alumni (between 7 and 10 years since 
graduating) of Morehouse and were interviewed between 2009 and 2010 as part of a larger 
project about how college experiences of race, gender, and respectability shape Black 
masculinity. They were identified through snowball sampling and each participant was 
interviewed twice.18 Both interviews were semi-structured and covered a wide set of questions 
about their college and post-college experiences with Black masculinity, averaging 4-5 hours of 
total contact time with each respondent. These successive interviews tended to stimulate 
respondent’s memories, and in their second interview men would often discuss an experience 
they had forgotten, wanted to reconsider, or sought to describe in more detail. Influenced by 
Koss’s neutral approach, I used open-ended questions about context, place, and community to 
invoke men to talk about their experiences, and probed for inquiries relevant to sex, attitudes 
about women, and interactions with other men. In this way, issues of sexual violence and gender 
dynamics surfaced where participants understood those issues to be relevant (Liebschutz et al. 
2008; Scheper-Hughes 1992). Masculinity theorists have suggested that reflexivity allows men to 
open up. Messerschmidt (2017:15) observes that reflexivity “mediates the role that social 
circumstances play in influencing social action and thus is indispensable in explaining particular 
social actions, such as sexual violence.” Reflexivity positions men into the “two-ness” of seeing 
their lives then through the eyes of their lives now and offers insights into many of the gendered 
dynamics of their college years of which they are only made aware reflexively.   
 
18 The two interviews occurred within a five-week span. 
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 I present the data in relation to three levels: individual, group, and institutional. The 
findings indicate that these are not discreet categories in which Morehouse men do racialized 
rape culture, but, rather, are interrelated. First, I examine how men see their individual 
characteristics, such as personal conduct and sexual propriety as a deterrent against their capacity 
to commit sexual violence. Next, I focus on how the college structurally undermines the rhetoric 
of sexual propriety by organizing coed interactions into settings where men feel peer pressure to 
sexualize women. I then examine competition as a context in which men must compensate for 
the resources they either have or lack in comparison to other racial groups of men. But men also 
feel anxiety to compete for status with Black women and see sexual dominance as a means to do 
so. Finally, I use men’s accounts of a high-profile rape on campus to unpack how the 
repercussions of rape allegations positions Black men to think of themselves at odds with 
institutions including the penal system and their college administrations. I find that they form 
ranks of Black male solidarity that are at odds with penal system and Black women victims (and 
their supporters), which they view as on the same side.   I conclude with a discussion of what 
these findings mean for future considerations of race and campus sexual assault.  
 
Propriety as Prevention 
 Propriety and good behavior have deeply racialized meanings in the lives of Black men, 
particularly with regard to schooling. Schooling is an especially veiled experience for Black boys 
who become aware that they are hyper-punished in the K-12 years (Ferguson 2000) and, if they 
are high achieving, often carefully navigate academic success for themselves by observing and, 
as best they can, avoiding, behaviors for which they witness other Black boys being punished. 
Through this racial lens on punishment and propriety, sex is not only approached as a social 
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expectation for college life but also carries meanings that men associated with risk, impropriety, 
punishment, and highly negative outcomes. Even though men discussed sex in contexts such as 
dating, they also expressed anxieties about sexual behavior that “gets you in trouble,” damages 
one’s reputation or leads to undesirable, life-altering consequences.  
 Black men can justifiably claim their sexualities have been highly vilified historically, 
but the myth of the Black male rapists is but one of the ways that Black men’s sexuality has been 
assaulted by racialized state policy (Oliver & Shapiro 2006). Rhetoric about the hypersexuality 
of Black men (and women), and widespread stereotypes of absentee fathers with multiple 
unplanned children helped to fuel state-sanctioned class warfare against working Black families 
throughout the late 20th century. The college experience is no refuge from this loaded racial 
history. As one respondent stated firmly: “You cannot have an all-Black male school be known 
for sexual assault against women. It just did not work.” 
 Hook-up culture and binge drinking (Hamilton & Armstrong 2009; Wade 2017) are not 
prominent in  HBCU campus life, likely because these behaviors carry different stigmas and 
have lifelong reputational consequences in the close-knit networks of Black students and 
graduates (Lindquist et al. 2013; Krebs et al. 2011). Fraternity houses where such parties often 
occur at Predominantly White Institutions (PWIs) are also a very rare feature at HBCUs and are 
non-existent at Morehouse. Casual sex still happens, but the meanings men make about sex reach 
far beyond a context of campus romance. Sexual propriety and modeling normative masculine 
roles are paths through which they imagine their individual lives improving the race.  
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“We would debate until 3:00 in the morning about how do you change society and how 
do you make Black culture better,” Fitzgerald19 reflected. Coleman echoed the sentiment in 
saying “We talked a lot about these issues—a lot of Black males don’t have any positive role 
models. You can’t be a positive role model if you’re doing the [out-of-wedlock fathering] that 
makes it worse” while adding that absentee fathers “have no credibility.” McCoy agreed that 
Morehouse men were obligated to “be respectable in relationships with women and develop 
themselves as community leaders.” He was also proud that he nor none of his classmates were 
“fathering out of wedlock children. This is the way a Black man is supposed to act, not that 
nonsense on TV.” 
 In these narratives, men connect their personal sexual propriety to race-betterment. They 
are not only aware of how Black male sexuality is seen beyond the veil, but also project a 
gendered veil onto Black femininity, where Black women are discussed primarily inasmuch as 
they reinforce and complement normative masculine roles. Coleman railed, “The misogyny, the 
disrespect of women, Black women, other women, the disintegration of the Black family…Once 
you disrespect yourself, you disrespect the Black woman, you no longer have a Black family.” 
 Even in their postgraduate careers, many of men explained how they intentionally talked 
about and displayed their (heteronormative) marriages and families to counter assumptions about 
Black male promiscuity from White male coworkers who at times made racist and unsolicited 
comments  about their sex lives. They learned to use sexual propriety and monogamy with Black 
women as strategies against sexualized racism in the White-dominated workplace, but in their 
college years, sexual propriety was considered a safeguard against the two behaviors that men 
 
19 All respondents have been assigned pseudonyms borrowed from Be-Bop Jazz legends. Missing you 
every day, Uncle Leonard. 
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distinguished as having the most severe and potentially life-altering consequences: unwanted 
pregnancies and rape accusations (sometimes referenced as “problems with women”). The 
normally reticent Fitzgerald didn’t discuss many specifics about his college friends, but when he 
did he told me somberly of how an unwanted pregnancy can drastically alter a young man’s 
future. His friend dropped out of Morehouse to work a menial job after getting his girlfriend 
pregnant.  “She finished [college] he didn’t. All the rest of us finished, he didn’t.” Fitzgerald 
seemed to repeat himself out of sympathy for his friend. “He wears Morehouse attire all the time, 
talks about Morehouse, he said he’s going to [finish]. It’s ten years later.” For Coleman and 
McCoy out-of-wedlock children disqualified Black men from moral leadership, and for 
Fitzgerald, casual sex with women loomed as a cautionary tale about the potential pitfalls to a 
man’s upward mobility. 
One of the most frequent contexts in which men discussed rape was in relation to 
punishment. Six of the men (including the three aforementioned) claimed that even consensual 
sex (in their perception) “gone wrong” held out the possibility for life-destroying consequences 
and severe sanctions. Horace pressed upon me the seriousness with which both students and the 
administration took sexual assault allegations. “You were told this from Freshman Orientation. It 
was repeated. [Staff and administrators] were like Look, if this happens all hell’s going to break 
loose. We will have zero tolerance. We will not tolerate the assault of women on our campus.” I 
probed Horace for any concrete examples of sexual assault prevention efforts on campus (e.g. 
workshops, teach-ins, or campus services). He responded: 
 
That’s interesting. That’s a good question. But I don’t know if they really sat down and 
said this constitutes sexual assault. But you just knew. Most of us kind of knew. But I 
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would say the main rule is like if she says ‘no,’ no means no. You don’t push. And if you 
get accused, that’s a problem. 
 
The murkiness in Horace’s response should remind us of why Koss argued that men’s definitions 
of rape of exclude myriad forms of nonconsensual sex. This example suggests sexual assault 
prevention at Morehouse relies upon men to correctly fill in the gaps of a very incomplete 
discussion about prevention. The college’s Department of Student Conduct issues a two-page 
guideline for “Etiquette and General Behavioral Expectations” on its official website, but a one-
page pdf with the heading “Sexual Assault: What every student should know” bullet points the 
steps to report an assault and contact the college’s Title IX officer. There is no official college 
literature about consent or assault prevention.20  Since the 1996 Emerge article, Morehouse 
administrators have repeated their stance that “Inappropriate sexual conduct has never been 
acceptable on the Morehouse campus and it will not be tolerated now” (Robinson 1996:335), 
which begs the question if  “conduct” and appropriateness that are stressed in campus responses 
because they have individualized behavioral connotations. Sexual assault was strongly 
emphasized by administrators as a matter of personal conduct, in lieu of instructing students on 
fundamental definitions of consent, violence, coercion, or force.  
Despite his claim that “most of us kind of knew,” Horace, like nearly all of the men 
interviewed, did not seem to know what constitutes sexual assault. Sexual assault includes a 
 
20 Morehouse lacks a rape crisis center or specialized LGBTQ counseling or advising. According to The Chronicle, the 
college only created the coordinator position as recently as 2011 and has cycled through at least six coordinators 
from 2016 to 2019. Until that year’s Title IX changes, the college had no comprehensive gender violence prevention 
training for students or staff, and it is still unclear if the training will be mandatory. 
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range of behaviors including unwanted physical contact, stalking, harassment, fondling, 
attempted rape, and rape, a sex act that occurs without the affirmative consent (voluntary and 
active participation) of both parties. The masculinist law enforcement jargon of “zero tolerance” 
may be Horace’s attempt to infer the seriousness with which the college took the issue, but the 
absence of any formal prevention policies or instruction suggests that the rhetoric of rape 
prevention was more memorable than any efforts behind it. This association of rape with Black 
male respectability is itself a double consciousness way of thinking. Where existing literature has 
defined rape culture as a means through which men trivialize rape, Horace’s narrative suggests 
the exact opposite: there is a performance of taking sexual assault very seriously for men who 
see personal conduct and sexual propriety as yoked to the advancement of the race via the 
improvement of Black masculinity.  This conceptualization of assault seems to exclude any 
contexts in which men don’t see themselves as misbehaving or failing to meet respectable 
masculine ideals. The tacit message in this racialized rape culture is perhaps the loudest: 





21 That these messages about propriety-as-prevention are delivered in the absence of formal prevention efforts 
does not necessarily mean that prevention-oriented education would be ineffectual within this culture. Two 
respondents offered promising counter-narratives from the classroom. “We discussed how we treated women our 
age. . . . They showed us we have to get beyond materializing women and that they are important to us in terms of 
our people succeeding.” The second described an instance when a guest lecturer said “when you say terms like 
‘I’m hitting it, I’m killing it, I beat the pussy up,’ they wanted us to think about those terms and what they meant 
and to kind of check ourselves.” He recalled having learned “nothing” about sexual assault through other 
institutional channels. The class that day, coupled with anti-rape awareness-raising from Spelman students, put 
him on the path to rethinking his role in rape culture. 
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The college may rely on individual men to comport themselves properly in order to curb sexual 
misconduct, but a rigid culture of campus rules indicates that staff and administrators assume 
much of the worst of students’ abilities to conduct themselves. Scholars of Black male schools 
have noted that approaches to educating Black boys and young men often place the cultural 
curriculum of discipline and behavior on par with scholastic curriculums (Oeur 2017, Lindsay 
2019; [blind self-citation]), often with the goal of instilling “grit” into Black male youth who will 
inevitably face an unforgiving racist world. Morehouse is a masculinist institution, not because it 
is comprised of men, but because of the significant control it exerts over its members (Acker 
1990; [blind self-citation]). Throughout interviews, a majority of the men (18 out of 33) griped 
about the numerous rules—both implicit and explicit—that governed their daily dress, 
comportment, corrected their speech, and often limited their movement. Waller and Monk both 
told me about friends who dropped out due to the rigidity of the often infantilizing rules. “They 
hated the hovering administrators and lack of freedom,” Monk described. “They just felt like I’m 
in college, I’m a grown ass man.” Bird saw administrators as using rules to single him out for his 
low-income background and street aesthetic. The vast system of unspoken decorum expectations 
operated like a language he didn’t speak. “At Morehouse…it was more implicit,” he harped in 
frustration “Like why do I have to take my hat off inside the building? Yeah, it’s a tradition, but 
it’s not my tradition.” Clifford pointedly observed, “They called us men and treated us like 
boys.”  
  Rules and practices that dictated interactions with women were especially memorable. Unlike 
most single-sex institutions, Morehouse men regularly interact with women from neighboring campuses. 
An extracurricular scene mostly driven by co-ed events and off-campus parties converges the 
student life of Spelman and Morehouse. Outside of residence halls and predominantly single sex 
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classrooms, interactions with women form such an integral part of the campus experience that 
several men mentioned that they applied to Morehouse, ironically, because of the abundance of 
women nearby. Formally, women and men can cross-register for select classes at the respective 
campuses and often share student clubs, organizations, and major events such as homecoming 
festivities. Morehouse students are “brother-sister” paired with Spelmanites during a ritualized 
matching ceremony in their first year.22  
Informally, a culture of male dominance dictates interactions in mixed social spaces both 
on and off campus. In these settings, “girl watching,” a behavior described as men “sexually 
evaluating women, often in the company of other men” (Quinn 2002:387) positions entire groups 
of men in control of gender-mixed spaces. “It wasn’t a whole lot of ‘I respect you, I’m serious 
about you,’” Ramsey said while seeming to regret his participation. “It was more, we’re gonna 
do what we want to do.” Even women who pass through groups of men as they walk to and from 
classes or meetings are subjected to a form of sexual harassment that can range from quiet stares 
and nonverbal gestures to cat-calling and following. Four men explained that the specific social 
draw of these spaces was to “watch and meet girls” or joked about when they were 
“unsuccessful” with women and thus were losing this tacit competition with men. 
Girl watching requires male complicity in a mutual pastime in which men are sizing each 
other up but are also group bonding around this shared intimidation of women. But the culture of 
girl-watching carries over into how men think even in formal institutional rituals.  A brother-
sister matching ceremony occurs after the gender-segregated first week of New Student 
Orientation for both campuses, when as Philly put it, “we had so much testosterone pent up that 
 
22 [blind author footnote about positionality and relationship to the college] 
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everyone’s mom started looking good.” Ostensibly, matching provides first-year students with 
friendship networks and builds camaraderie between the institutions, but under the gaze of their 
classmates and the build-up of the event, men eagerly display their “sisters” as opportunities for 
dating and ranking women’s attractiveness. “Guys joke about the range of sister you can get” 
regarding sexual desirability, Tadd jested.  
  Outside of such rituals, the college provides few spaces to interact with women 
informally and platonically. Strict residence hall visitation policies forbade overnight female 
guests, imposed a curfew for all dorm residents, and required that women be signed into dorms 
(at front desks located in lobbies where other men hang out and watch). Rules about visitation 
forced co-ed interactions into intimate spaces like bedrooms. The college seems to impose its 
internalized anxieties about young Black men’s sexualities (and the risks to reputation associated 
with Black men and sex) into its structure, but the rigidity of the rules invites breaking them—as 
men readily admitted to doing. Female guests are often left alone or in pairs, hiding in bedrooms 
until visitation hours resumed the next day. “I had so many [women’s] phone numbers I never 
got a moment’s peace in my room,” laughed Dolphy. 
 In analyzing these memories of interactions with women, however, I noticed a startling 
absence of stories about platonic coed friendships. That made little sense to me. While at 
Spelman, I had multiple meaningful friendships with Morehouse men, as did every woman I 
knew. Missing accounts of non-sexualized encounters with women could not mean they did not 
occur. Rather, it confirmed what neuroscientists have established about episodic memory: it is 
organized spatially (Behren et al 2018; Redish 1999). Neutral campus spaces like study halls, 
common lounges, and recreational facilities routinely prohibit women (either at specific or all 
hours) or require Morehouse IDs to enter (like the dining hall). Men were remembering women 
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sexually due to the sexually charged spatial contexts in which they encountered them on campus. 
In those male-dominant and limiting spaces, men found themselves caught between the pressure 
to impress other men by sexualizing women or live up to the institution’s “gentlemanly” image 
to evade punishment and risk associated with these encounters. “You gotta realize there are 
going to be women who will want to come over, who will want to stay in the dorm,” Horace told 
me sternly. “You are an adult now. You need to make that decision. Understand there are grave 
consequences if something happens.” 
 The structure of space and rules on campus place men’s coed interactions on continuous 
display to other men in contexts where they sexualize women. Girl-watching may turn women 
into objects of the male gaze, but it also places men within the male gaze as they watch and 
evaluate each other. The college may promote ideals of gentlemanly sexual propriety in its 
rhetoric, but its rules and physical structure promote pastimes of gender dominance and leave 
men with little to no common spaces to hang out with women casually or individually without 
performing to the expectations of group cultures of masculine dominance. 
 
Competition as Compensation 
Critics of double consciousness theory often point out that it was not the only theory of self-
formation presented in its day. William James (1890), for example, theorized that the social self 
emerged through interaction, born from the mutual recognition between others and the images of 
ourselves through the eyes of others that we then internalize. Such theories of the self are useful, 
but they lack the analytical utility of Du Boisian theory in which the veil is also a constitutive 
form of power that organizes the lives, hierarchies, and power dynamics amongst the racialized 
subjects behind it. For young Black men, the college experience is one of the sites in their lives 
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where their immediate sense of hegemonic competition with other men converges with a double 
consciousness about how Black masculinity is also staked on their ability to maintain gender 
dominance within the race. 
 Masculinity is not a static entity, but, rather, a contested grounds and a dynamic struggle  
driven by power relations (Carrigan, Connel, and Lee 1985). What resources and power men 
lack in hegemonic relationship to each other must be compensated elsewhere (Bird 1996; Brod 
1987; Carrigan, Connell, and Lee 1985; Chen 1999; Cheng 1999; Connell and Messerschmidt 
2005; Michalski 2017). For racialized masculinities, college experiences are enmeshed with 
myriad attempts to navigate, strategize, and “bargain” not only within their immediate pecking 
order with each other, but also for the racial power they do not have in the larger social and 
political masculine pecking order (Chen 1999; Hochschild 1989, Kandiyoti 1988). Rape culture 
and dominance over women—particularly women within their racial group—provides a means 
of doing that bargaining, but extant approaches to campus rape cultures have missed the 
dimension that race adds to college men’s view of competition.  
 Competition surfaced as one of the three most frequent themes in the data and was 
particularly pronounced in peer dynamics. Scholars such as Bird (1996, 2003) and Pascoe (2007) 
have illuminated the principal role that competition plays in organizing men’s lives within 
homosocial spaces, schools, organizations, and workplaces. In a pool of over 2,000 Black males, 
comparisons are nearly inescapable, and Morehouse men size each other up as they compete for 
jobs, grades, scholarships, fraternities, and student leadership positions. Over two-thirds of the 
men described themselves in high school as being one of a handful of academically high 
performing Black males (if not the only).  Arriving in an all-male setting where competition was 
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spread across so many high performing Black men can be new, eye-opening, and anxiety 
provoking.  
 “Most of the competition, it started out freshman year because everybody wanted to be 
King Ding-a-Ling because everybody was that in [high] school. When they were in high school 
most everybody did something and they wanted to re-establish their dominance in a room full of 
dominant young men” McCoy spouted frankly.  Fitzgerald voiced a similar experience when 
sharing that “For the first time, you're competing with Black men who you ain't never competed 
with in your life…The environment of Morehouse in particular, it’s a bit problematic.” From the 
day they arrive on campus, men spoke about competition as coloring most of their interactions 
with other men. “The pressure is definitely who’s going to be the hot shot,” Fitzgerald added. 
“Who’s going to be the catch, if you will, later down the line.” For Yusef, establishing himself in 
the male hierarchy was a core motivation. “When I decided to go to Morehouse I said the only 
way I’m going to Morehouse is if I’m at the top of Morehouse.” 
  But “later down the line” for these men can mean crossing over to a world dominated by 
White men and White masculine standards, against which they will always be judged. Even in 
the almost entirely all-Black space of Morehouse, men spend their college years having their 
anxieties stoked about proving their fitness for professional competition with White men. The 
ways they talked about White masculinity—most often in the context of graduate school, career 
competition, or simply universal white male dominance—were nearly always colored by a need 
to compensate for being judged unfairly in a mainstream where Whites had numerous 
advantages. “Life is not fair and to get the same thing I would have to work twice as hard,” Roy 
sighed. “If I can tell myself I worked just as hard as that White guy, well, I didn’t work hard 
enough.” But the White men with whom they are competing also set the rules of the game, and 
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Morehouse men’s college years are spent adopting that Du Boisian “two-ness” where White 
masculinity is dually upheld as the standard of success they must appease and the rivals against 
whom they are perpetually disadvantaged. The formidable task is commended with racial pep 
talks from faculty and administrators. “We were told that in any [career] you go into that there’s 
no one better, and that’s Black, White, anybody,” Ornette said, reassuring himself that 
Morehouse had prepared its men for White dominated professions. “You can contend with the 
guys at Duke and Princeton.” 
 Within Morehouse, the peer-to-peer pecking order is also bargained on the dating scene. 
Spelman and Morehouse belong to a consortium of six historically Black neighboring member 
institutions. The two single-sex institutions have a long-held reputation for attracting more 
affluent African Americans than adjacent schools like the co-ed Clark Atlanta University. The 
ranking of women’s desirability organizes the hierarchies of the men who date them, where 
social class largely determines a woman’s “rank.” McCoy explained this dating hierarchy to me: 
 
The top of the heap is if you had a nice-looking girl at Spelman. If you had a nice-looking 
girl at Spelman you were winning. If you had a nice-looking girl at Clark [Atlanta 
University] you were still winning, but it was like a 10 at Clark is a 7 at Spelman. 
Because she might give you some nice-looking kids but they might not be that smart. I’m 
not trying to say people who go to Clark are stupid, but it is what it is. 
 
The ranking of female coeds is a crude system, but the complexities of intergroup gender 
dynamics for Black collegians are far thornier than can be observed on the dating scene or even 
on campus. In Kimmel’s Guyland or the party scenes of Hamilton and Armstrong, men’s 
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sexualized dynamics with women are primarily oriented towards the sexual consumption of 
women. These race-muted analyses miss a key dynamic that Du Boisian theory centers and 
enriches: Black male collegians are immersed in a campus context in which Black women are 
not simply tools in a male competition for resources but can also be viewed by Black men as 
competition themselves.  
 By the time many Black men reach college campuses, their lives have been inundated 
with a national conversation about Black men “in crisis” (Taylor-Gibbs 1988; Dubois 2013) and 
a perennially troubling national picture about Black male academic underachievement (Schott 
Foundation 2010). Coupled with gloomy statistics about mass incarceration, unemployment, and 
crime, Black male collegians are drenched in a rhetoric of “Black male exceptionalism”—the 
belief that Black men and boys fair more poorly than any other group and that racism 
disproportionately penalizes Black males (Butler 2013). All of the respondents referenced the 
challenges facing young Black men nationally, but Tadd specifically saw Morehouse as having 
direct role in “creating leaders out of Black males, males who are by definition at risk, as some 
would say, starting at a lower point than other males.” 
 Proponents looking to drum the rhetoric of Black male exceptionalism have often looked to 
higher education as proof that Black men are losing out to Black women.23 Black male leaders 
including Morehouse alumnus Lerone Bennett popularized the dawning of “Black male crisis” 
 
23 The surge in Black college attendance is due primarily to Black women, who hold roughly two-thirds of all 
Bachelor’s degrees earned by African Americans and account for roughly the same proportion of all Black 
enrollments. See: “Black Women Students Far Outnumber Black Men at the Nation's Highest-Ranked Universities” in 
The Journal of Black in Higher Education. (2006) retrieved January 29, 2020. SSRN: 
https://www.jbhe.com/news_views/51_gendergap_universities.html. White women, however, also outnumber 
White men on college campuses and outperform boys in high school grade point averages; see Francis, David R. for 
The National Bureau of Economic Research.  “Why Do Women Outnumber Men in College?” retrieved 
January 29, 2020 SSRN: https://www.nber.org/digest/jan07/w12139.html 
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by claiming that Black men  “are losing ground to white men, white women, and black women in 
offices and colleges” (1983:4). Minister Louis Farrakhan, the firebrand leader of the Nation of 
Islam and organizer of the Million Man March, was highly vocal about casting the higher ed 
gender disparity as a sexual crisis for Black men and a rationalization for assaults on Black 
women. In a 199424 speech, he railed:   
Look at all these young women going to college. When you [Black women] come with 
your degree, he [the Black man] is already behind. The only thing he has is his physical 
strength and his sex. . . . To have power, the white male broke the black male. Once your 
male is broken, you [Black women] are fair game for being the victim.i 
Black women earn nearly two-thirds of all bachelor’s degrees for African Americans, 70% of 
master’s degrees and 60% of doctorates (Journal of Blacks in Higher Education 2006). While 
Black male college enrollments have doubled since the 1970s (Davis 1994), the rhetoric that 
Black women are outpacing Black men in education and careers has colored intra-racial gender 
dynamics and institutional responses for African Americans across US campuses (Butler 2013). 
Morehouse’s enrollment consistently outnumbers Spelman, but since the 1990s the endowment 
gap between two colleges has widened, and Spelman’s national rankings have climbed well past 
Morehouse.25 The status of Spelman and its women can pose a threat to those men whose 
expectations for Black masculinity come with a sense that masculine dominance on campus 
should mirror masculine dominance within the race.  
 
24 “Farrakhan Describes Cycle of Domestic Abuse.” Washington Post (June 27, 19 
25 US News & World Report “Best Colleges” ranking of Historically Black Colleges and Universities retrieved January 
29, 2020. SSRN: https://www.usnews.com/best-colleges/rankings/hbcu 
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 My conversation with Shadow reflected much of this uneasiness. Shadow was deeply 
involved in student activities that put him in regular dealings with Spelman’s student leaders. I 
was caught off guard by how seamlessly he transitioned from thinking about his status among his 
male peers to thinking about sex as a tool of social dominance. I asked him who he saw as his 
competitors when he was at Morehouse: “Everybody . . . I think there’s a healthy sense of 
competition with all my Morehouse brothers, and, for that matter, you know, with other colleges. 
With Howard, with Hampton, with Clark.ii With Spelman in a very weird Freudian sexual way.” 
Intrigued, I asked him to explain what he meant. He replied: “Well, okay, if your school has 
more money and it’s ranked better, that’s great. But then you can conquer her by having sex with 
her.” 
 Competition with Black women is the lone arena where race is not Black men’s 
shortcoming and patriarchy is their foreseeable advantage. For many college-educated Black 
men, that patriarchy is maintained primarily by staying “ahead” of Black women’s 
accomplishments. Shadow could not be blunter in that he views sexual dominance as a means of 
compensation, both within intra-racial gender dynamics, but also in relationship to the 
competition men experience elsewhere with their classmates and with groups at other 
institutions. Hegemonic theory well captures how Black men bargain for the resources they lack 
and navigate power dynamics with racially dominant men. It is only by conjoining the Du 
Boisian and hegemonic masculinity frameworks, however, that we can cast the meanings 
Shadow and other men use to make sense of competition across different contexts where they 
have variant levels of resources available to them. With White men, the strategy to compete 
professionally was work ethic, while sexual dominance was the available resource for 
competition with Black women’s impending educational and professional advancement. Extant 
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literature on college masculinities only captures the scope of immediate peer competition with 
surrounding men, and yet college masculinity for Black men isn’t just a matter of gender-
bargaining within their campus pecking order.  The act of being in college itself carries with it 
contexts that trap Black men between the anxiety of racial disadvantages ahead of them and the 
mindset of competing with the Black women next to them. 
 
Racializing the Repercussions of Campus Sexual Assault 
 
Given the racial discrimination against African Americans that pervades the penal 
system, Morehouse men, like many Black male collegians, talk about themselves as men who 
avoided an “alternate fate” of being criminalized. The sentiment about the unfortunate outcomes 
of other Black men frames their reverence for their college. Percy remarked, “This is Morehouse. 
This is 3,000 Black men. You will never see a collection of Black men like this anywhere 
outside of prison.” Clifford explained that a common thread throughout campus culture was that 
“we could be part of the ones who were succeeding, not in jail.” Sexual assaults are one of the 
most serious acts that can put Black college men within reach of the White carceral state, and, 
thus, the emphasis they place on the penal system in their understandings of campus sexual 
assault cannot be overstated. 
 Where Black women collegians are already presumed to be competition within the race, 
the most vocal respondent reactions to rape allegations largely cast Black women victims and 
their supporters as out to get Black men. Perhaps because they viewed campus rape allegations 
as one of the most divisive issues of their college years, Davis, Mingus and Roy had emotionally 
charged memories of a high-profile assault that implicated their classmates. Woven together, 
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their narratives walk us through how men’s understandings of assaults with Black male 
perpetrators constitute a race and gender-making experience that placed Black male at odds with 
institutional forces. 
For Davis, his most glaring college memory was the year that “four or five of my 
Morehouse brothers were brought up on charges of rape” of a Spelman freshman. The incident 
sparked immediate outrage and calls for legal recourse from Spelman student-activists and 
administrators. Davis had been close friends with one of the accused and had expected 
administrators to fully come to his friend’s defense. He continued: 
[Then Morehouse president] Dr. Massey felt that it was better to let the justice system do 
what it was going to do and that the college would just wait to see how the whole police 
investigation went, when it was really some hearsay type stuff. And Johnetta Cole at the 
time was the president of Spelman and she was lock stock and barrel behind the Spelman 
student. Who turned out to be lying.  
That the victim was “lying” is unsubstantiated, but charges were later dropped against the 
accused. As a student government leader, Roy boldly voiced his disappointment with the 
administration’s lack of support for the accused directly to deans.26 “I was led to believe this was 
a brotherhood and brothers stick together.” He consistently framed the accused as the injured 
party whose characters were under assault by Spelman women. Similarly, Davis firmly voiced: 
 
26 While Davis harped on the inadequate support he felt the perpetrators received from Morehouse leadership, 
Emerge (1996) reports from the incident aftermath include an account that a Morehouse chaplain decreed during a 
worship service that “women bring abuse upon themselves because of their attitudes and their dress." 
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This was a young man, college student, never been in trouble a day in his life and now he 
sits in jail accused of rape and at the bail hearing [President Cole] spoke at length about 
how my brothers were monsters and that you cannot release them off into the streets. And 
Dr. Massey, who I have a great deal of respect for till this day and I was very close to 
him, did not do anything.  
Mort, a lone voice of dissent, broke ranks with his classmates and sympathized with 
Spelman activists. He contextualized the 1996 rape within the growing national Black feminist 
backlash to Freaknik27 a city-wide Atlanta street party that, by the mid 1990s, drew 200,000 
Black college revelers and became notorious for its wanton sexual harassment of women 
(Meyers 2004). “The group of guys I was with28, we were like this is not cool. We, in solidarity, 
were with Spelmanites. We would wear buttons [that read] I Am Not a Freak.” The above theme 
of male solidarity and the closing of ranks against women that Davis and Roy described, 
however, is commonplace throughout college masculinities literature (Bird 1996; Kimmell 
2014). The way that both men position Black male solidarity against Black women and the 
police investigation complicates and racializes this context by holding out the view that Black 
women are manipulative “lying” agents who are willingly complicit in the penal system’s 
criminalization of Black men. Just minutes before in our interview, Davis extolled his “brothers” 
for how their respect for women demonstrated the virtues of Morehouse manhood. “The speech 
that a lot of young men are given, that no means no speech. Of course, we were given that,” he 
 
27Freaknik was originally founded in 1993 as a picnic by Spelman and Morehouse students and was ultimately shut 
down by Atlanta Mayor Bill Campbell in 2000 upon mounting pressure by local businesses. An analysis of coverage 
of the event by media scholar Marian Meyers (2004) noted that news outlets cast Black women attendees as 
deserving of sexual violence while criminalizing Black men for property damage and decriminalizing them for 
assaults against Black women.  
28 That small group of Morehouse students later went on to found Men for the Eradication of Sexism 
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reported proudly. “We respected our sisters, we love our sisters, and we treat them a certain way, 
and diversions from that weren’t tolerated because when I was in school you took the Spelman 
sister thing really seriously.” When real allegations thrust Black men into the spotlight, however, 
the anxieties about the public criminalization of a “college student” who had “never been in 
trouble a day in his life” contort the veil. This distortion of campus sexual assault positions Black 
women as being on the offensive, racist law enforcement as primed to pounce, and situates 
Morehouse—the institution that Roy, Davis and Mingus looked towards to safeguard Black men 
from those alternative criminal fates—as violating bonds of Black male patriarchy by offering 
their own up for prosecution.  
This conviction about Black male solidarity translated into student action. Mingus and 
others organized student support for the accused including attending courthouse proceedings. 
“We were advocates for them, talking and arguing with the president about [whether] they 
should be expelled, trying to keep them in school,” He said in a tone calm but deliberate. “We 
were quite adamantly fighting for their college lives because nobody else was.” Elsewhere in 
other interviews, men such as Clifford, Shadow, and Mort complained that Morehouse students 
were relatively politically inactive and rarely engaged in larger Black political causes. It is 
remarkable, then, that solidarity with accused rapists was a peak galvanizing point for politically 
organizing the student body.  
Roy was front and center in this organized front but was less calm when describing where 
his loyalties fell. “Oh, it was no support for the victim!” he exclaimed after I asked if he recalled 
if any Morehouse students stood with Spelman activists. “The victim was looked at as making a 
false call.” When I asked Roy why he felt so sure that the victim was lying, his tone tempered. 
He paused pensively before conceding a point: 
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Although we knew something happened that might have been inappropriate, 
she wasn’t raped as she had accused her accusers. So for us, we looked at it as 
you messed up these brother’s lives. They had to go through immense media 
scrutiny. They’d been kicked out of school. Two of them weren’t able to come 
back. [The accused were] popular guys that we thought were reputable. We 
were shocked to hear the allegations. It tarnished the relationship [between the 
two colleges] for a minute.iii 
Roy’s description of the incident as simply “inappropriate” reframes the men it implicates as 
nonviolent passive actors. Besides the obvious ambiguity it leaves around nonconsensual acts, 
his retelling of the account distances them from the stereotypes of Black male predators. In 
contrast, Roy and Mingus presume the victim ruined the lives of otherwise upstanding men, and 
that these men and their reputations paid the greatest cost in these incidents. This rhetoric that 
positions Black male perpetrators as targets of the racist state belongs to a larger racial context 
that looms over Black men in college. Legal scholar Devon Carbado called this way of  thinking 
“Black male victimization,” and notes that Black communities and organizations are complicit in 
helping Black men “occupy a privileged victim status in antiracist discourse” (1998:337).iv 
These assault cases provided the opportunity to frame a defense of Black male perpetrators as 
antiracist work that unmasks the extent to which the criminal justice system victimizes Black 
men. As feminist philosopher bell hooks points out ideas about the exceptional racism and 
societal pressures Black men face in relation to Black women are often presented as justification 
for their displays of anger and violence against women. “Many of us were raised in homes where 
black mothers excused and explained male anger, irritability, and violence by calling attention to 
the pressures black men face in a racist society. . . Assumptions that racism is more oppressive to 
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black men than black women, then and now, are fundamentally based on acceptance of 
patriarchal notions of masculinity” (1990:75). 
It may be striking that Davis, Roy and Mingus framed the injustice in this incident around 
the possibility of a Black man being put out of school as opposed to the lifelong emotional and 
physical trauma inflicted on Black women victims. Any rape culture is sustained in part by rape 
myths: narratives about the nature of men, women, and sex, such as “women ask for it” or “men 
are naturally sexually aggressive,” that shift blame onto victims. In racialized rape myths, both 
men and women with a racial group construct baseless narratives about gender, sexuality, and 
violence that are aligned with their own racial self-interests. A belief in Black male victimization 
takes a racial truth about the racist criminal justice system and twists it into a misogynistic claim 
that any allegations against Black men are motivated by a selective disdain for them. When used 
to protect perpetrators, sentiments such as they’re just trying to bring a good brother down or 
Roy’s claim that Spelman students “messed up these brothers’ lives” trivialize the legitimacy of 
valid critiques of systemic racial violence and injustice.  In Roy’s account, for example, a 
discernable racialized rape myth can be heard in the presumption that both the media and law 
enforcement are prone to believe lies about Black men’s violence. Such a myth requires us to 
accept that a racist system believes the accounts of Black women and selectively reserves its 
racism for wrongfully criminalizing Black men.  
An ardent belief that female accusers are lying may be related contextually to how rape 
was historically weaponized by White women accusers. Feminist legal scholar Janet Halley 
writes that “From Emmett Till to the Central Park Five, American racial history is laced with 
vendetta-like scandals in which black men are accused of sexually assaulting white women that 
become reverse scandals when it is revealed that the accused men were not wrongdoers at all” 
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(2015:106).  The racial meanings Davis, Roy and Mingus made about this incident were likely 
scented by the penal system’s violent history of backing White women in their accusations 
against Black men. In both high-profile and obscure cases, Beverly Guy-Sheftall (a noted 
feminist scholar and Spelman professor) observes that Black women are placed in the same 
category as White women accusers (quoted in Robinson 1996) But sexual assault, like nearly all 
violent crime, overwhelmingly happens within a racial group. A belief in Black male 
victimization requires us to assume that a racist penal system is committed to seeking justice for 
Black women victims, and that Black men are the rightful lone beneficiaries of anti-racist 
community efforts. In this way of thinking, racialized rape culture racializes Black men but 
deracializes Black women and girls.29 
Discussion and Implications 
Rape begins and ends in the minds of men, but rape cultures are enabled by the 
environments that do not hold them accountable. The fields currently narrow one-size-fits-all 
approach to analyzing the direct relationship between masculine culture and rape culture fails to 
take into account that college men have vastly different ideals of masculinity based on race. In 
expanding the lens on campus sexual assault by bridging the Du Boisian double consciousness 
phenomenology to hegemonic masculinity theories, I have argued, in short, that alongside doing 
gender, rape cultures are also a means through which college men do race and racialization. In 
this study, I have demonstrated (across the individual, group, and institutional levels of men’s 
 
29 Researchers have found that Black women are seldom seen as victims by the court system and are more likely to 
be viewed by juries as adults even when they are minors.29 (Epstein, Rebecca and Blake, Jamilia and González, Thalia, 
Girlhood Interrupted: The Erasure of Black Girls’ Childhood (June 27, 2017). Available at 
SSRN:  https://ssrn.com/abstract=3000695  or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.3000695 
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double consciousness) that while our extant approaches account for how men do gender through 
rape culture, a more enhanced direction for the field would centrally locate race as a critical 
context for rape culture.  
At the individual level, sexual propriety and personal conduct connote deeply racialized 
meanings for nearly all of the respondents. Narratives about sex never resembled the cavalier 
"hook-up" culture of extant campus sexual assault literature. Rather, across multiple narratives, 
men framed sex with women a matter of personal conduct and obligations towards race 
betterment through Black male respectability. Women were dually and paradoxically framed 
both as instruments for projecting Black male respectability onto the veil and as dangerous 
pitfalls that could ruin men's life chances. Racism in K-12 schooling (and higher ed) hyper-
surveils the behavior of Black young men and boys, and the “boys will be boys” climate of 
wayward youth associated with campus parties, fraternity houses and college-aged White men 
(Kimmel 2008) is not afforded them. Conduct and personal decorum are amplified in the 
meanings they make about sex, and sexual assault, which mutes the importance of knowing 
definitions of consent and getting comprehensive prevention education (currently the college 
offers none). The result is a distortion of sexual assault that undergirds a central tenet of 
Morehouse’s racialized rape culture: sexual assault is a matter of bad behavior and instilling 
good behavior in Black men is a sufficient form of prevention. 
At the group level, Du Boisian double consciousness compounds group relational 
dynamics for Black male collegians. Existing literature on masculine cultures in both high school 
(Pascoe 2007) and young adulthood (2008) as well as homosocial spaces (Bird 1996) well 
document that competition is a central tenet of how men do hegemonic masculinity and organize 
pecking orders amongst themselves as individuals. These hierarchies are often arranged on group 
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features like race, sexuality and class, where dominance (sexually and socially) over women is 
part of the way those ranks are established and maintained. Unsurprisingly, interpersonal male 
competition was overwhelmingly a feature of Morehouse men’s college experiences, although 
many are competing for the first time with hundreds of high achieving Black men also anxiously 
competing for new markers of masculine status.  My findings on competition, however, call 
attention to how race compounds masculine cultures of college competition. How men 
understood their race-gender subjectivity through the Du Boisian veil adds overlooked 
dimensions to who Black men view as competition and which resources they negotiate while 
vying for status compared to those groups. In competition with White men, respondents noted 
over-compensating for racial discrimination with work ethic. Gender dominion over Black 
women can rightfully be understood as a means of retaining patriarchal gender roles in view of 
the White gaze. But the propagandized belief that Black men are “losing ground” to Black 
women in education and employment stokes masculine anxieties about intra-racial competition 
with Black women. Sexual dominance over Black female co-eds provides a means of 
compensating for the provoked racial and masculine anxieties of being bested by them. 
At the institutional level, stereotypes of Black male criminalization loom in the minds of 
Black college men who stake a part of their sense of self on being Black men who have evaded 
the reach of the penal system. Extant discussions of campus rape cultures often note that (White) 
college men aren’t made to take its consequences seriously, but within a racialized rape culture at 
Morehouse, respondents largely emphasized how legally devastating rape allegations are for 
Black men, to the extent that their understandings of rape mostly disregarded its consequences 
for the Black female victim of a high profile assault that occurred while over a fourth of the 
respondents were students. In the climate around that high-profile assault, a campus that three 
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respondents otherwise described as politically apathetic organized an urgent defense of the 
accused perpetrators. Similar to the cultures of male solidarity described in Guyland, students 
formed ranks against both the victims and their supporters and the threat of a legal investigation 
(and outside media attention). To this extent, student response to high profile rape cases at 
Morehouse bears more resemblance to the “Black male victimization” trope described within 
legal scholarship than the White male responses described within campus sexual assault 
literature. The ways many Morehouse men understood and “did” race in that context allowed 
them to racialize themselves as victims of a racist penal system and White dominated media, 
while deracializing Black women victims by effacing any role their race played in getting justice. 
The urgency Black men at Morehouse feel over the penal consequences of rape remind us that 
campus sexual assault is a criminal act, even as the soft-handed treatment of White men in many 
high-profile cases30 has largely decriminalized and destigmatized male campus perpetrators. Our 
current theories that cast rape cultures as resulting, in part, from cultures of men who don’t take 
the consequences of rape seriously is largely insufficient and inaccurate for explaining how 
cultures of Black masculinity respond to campus sexual assault.  
 Rape cultures extends the benefits of gender dominance to all men, but race dictates what 
those benefits are, how and when men can access them, and what resources they must negotiate 
or relinquish for them. While hegemonic masculinity provides a theoretical apparatus for 
describing how masculine culture undergirds rape culture, the current field’s avoidance of Du 
 
30 The People of the State of California vs Brock Allen Turner gained national attention when the 
Stanford athlete served only three months of his six-month sentence following his conviction on three 
felony counts.  The judge in Turner’s case was largely criticized for leniency and bias towards the 
accused and was himself a Stanford athletics alumnus. 
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Boisian and other race theories has left the field with a gaping missing understanding of how the 
resources, gender hierarchies, and masculine ideals that guide men’s constructions of rape 
culture are driven by racially specific meanings. Kimmel’s insistence that men subscribe to 
masculine ideals because “they want to be positively viewed by other men” is true, but I have the 
case in this paper for how that misses a more accurate story that is encompassed by the veil. 
Morehouse men’s racialized masculine ideals were not just about impressing each other, but, 
rather, about hyper-consciousness of racist imagery projected onto them by the White gaze. Even 
their relationships with Black women on campus were motivated by a relentless awareness (both 
real and imagined) that intra-racial gender dynamics spill out onto how the White world judges 
Black manhood.  
 Many studies of campus sexual assault across rape culture analyses and male-centered 
prevention literature have focused on how campuses respond to sexual assault, but in this study I 
have used Du Boisian theory to invite us to examine how colleges enable rape culture. An 
institutional culture at Morehouse promotes male competition and the sexualization of women, 
but Du Boisian theory forces us to consider how colleges and their men do not exist in a vacuum, 
as much of the literature has previously treated them. Morehouse men enter college with an 
awareness that being Black, male, and in college has a specific race-gender meaning with regard 
to respectability and their racial obligation. Their institutional experience then amps these 
meanings into anxieties by taking larger social phenomena like Black male criminality and Black 
gender disparities in higher education and baking it into the understanding that everything they 
do in their college years is yoked to the problems of the race. The lack of Du Boisian theory in 
existing college masculinities and rape culture literature has failed to account for this, and, 
conversely, has failed to account for how that Du Boisian interplay between the college man and 
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his understanding of himself in the larger world has kept us from acknowledging that college is a 
dress rehearsal for manhood throughout the life course. Learning to negotiate gender dominance 
through rape culture teaches Black college men the resources they do and do not have in 
comparison to White men, but it also teaches White men the purchase of White masculinity and 
the relative impunity they can come to expect throughout their lives. College masculinity is 
masculinity, and a Du Boisian framework holds great theoretical promise for eroding the narrow 
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Respondent  Age*  Graduation  
Year  
  Respondent  Age*  Graduation 
Year  
Dewey  32  2002    Waller  31  2002  
Elvin  32  2002    Ibrahim  30  2003  
Coleman  37  1998    Shadow  [unknown]  2003  
Ramsey  34  2001    Ramsey  34  2001  
Horace  36  1999    Clifford  34  2001  
Bird  36  2002    Dexter  33  2001  
Fitzgerald  33  2001    Blakey  35  1999  
Mort  38  1999    Roy  35  1998  
Monk  35 1999    Mingus  35  1998  
Chet  35  1999    Tadd  35  1998  
Hubbard  35  1999    Dolphy  34  2002  
Yusef  35  1999    Davis  35  1999  
McCoy  32  2002    Archie  36  2000  
Wes  32 2003    Adderley  33 2002  
Percy  [unknown] 2002    L’H   33  2001  
Philly  36 1999    Milt  33  2002  
Ornette  35 1999          
  
*Age at time of first interview   
 
